Measurement of Metal Velocity in Sand Casting during Mold Filling
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Abstract: Melt turbulence during mold filling is detrimental to the quality of sand castings. In this research study, the authors present a novel method of embedding Internet of Things (IoT) sensors to monitor real-time melt flow velocity in sand molds during metal casting. Cavities are incorporated in sand molds to position the sensors with precise registration. Capacitive and magnetic sensors are embedded in the cavities where melt flow velocity is calculated by using an oscillator, the frequency of which is sensitive to changes in the close field permittivity, and change in magnetic flux, respectively. Their efficiency is investigated by integrating the sensors into 3D sand-printing (3DSP) molds for conical-helix and straight sprue configurations to measure flow velocities for aluminum alloy 319. Experimental melt flow velocities are within 5% of estimations from computational simulations. A major benefit of 3DSP is the geometrical freedom for complex gating systems necessary to reduce turbulence and access to mold volume for sensor integration during 3DSP processing. Findings from this study establish the opportunity of embedding IoT sensors in sand molds to monitor metal velocity in order to validate simulation results (2–5% error), compare gating systems performance, and improve foundry practice of manual pouring as a quality control system.
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1. Introduction

3D sand-printing (3DSP) is a binder-jetting technology, one of the seven additive manufacturing (AM) processes as defined by ISO/ASTM standards [1]. A layer of sand (usually 280–500 µm thick [2]) is spread across a sand bed and bound selectively by a jetted binder (e.g., furan) to create a sand mold or core [3]. The physics involved in 3DSP has been well researched [4,5], not only for optimizing the part performance [6], but also for enhancing casting performance by facilitating complex gating systems [7]. Complex gating systems including conical-helix sprue designs that can result in castings of significantly higher quality are now feasible via 3DSP [8,9]. The layer-by-layer fabrication process of 3DSP offers the ability to access the entire volume of the sand mold which offers the flexibility to embed foreign components into a priori-designed cavities to enable: (a) fabrication of smart molds by embedding sensors [4]; (b) enhancement of directional solidification by inserting chills similar to traditional casting techniques [10]; and (c) regulation of fluid flow by inserting filters [10] in otherwise difficult-to-access mold locations among other potential applications of embedded components.
Iron, aluminum, and steel account for 72%, 13%, and 10% of metal casting production respectively in the USA [11]. All of these major casting alloys are extremely susceptible to turbulence during filling. A comprehensive study focused on characterizing casting defects in steel castings \( n = 500 \) cast parts and concluded that more than 80% of its defects are due to macro-inclusions from re-oxidation when molten steel reacts with air due to turbulent gating designs [12]. Similarly, in aluminum [13] and magnesium alloys [14], agitation in liquid metal due to poor gating systems is reported to be a major cause for prevalent casting defects. Therefore, gating systems are often redesigned to mitigate turbulence through the use of techniques such as computational simulations [15]; numerical and statistical optimization [14,16,17]; and non-conventional gating systems [8]. However, real-time metal velocity in both traditional and 3DSP molds is currently unexplored. In addition, metal pouring in sand molds occurs in inherently harsher conditions such as high temperatures and densities, chemical aggressiveness, opacity, and outgassing. Such a hostile environment for instrumentation renders the foundry environment difficult to introduce mechanical probes, interferometers, visualization techniques, and photographic methods to characterize the fluid flow. Therefore, the majority of studies on casting flow visualization have been performed through indirect methods as described in the following sections when compared to direct methods first reported in this study.

1.1. Water Modeling Experiments

Water modeling experiments are based on the hypothesis that the flow of water is closely analogous to that of molten metal if kinematic viscosities of water are adapted for aluminum and magnesium [10], cast iron [18,19], and steel [20]. However, water models do not accurately replicate the effects of the actual gating system [21]. Water models cannot be used to analyze an entire casting gating system and could be used only on an ad hoc basis depending on the geometry and metal under consideration [22,23]. A recent study proposes the fluid dynamic analogy theory, which dictates that the similarity will hold true if the four non-dimensional numbers (Webber, Reynolds, Froude, and Euler) are equivalent to the analogous experiments [24]. Based on this concept, the effects of surface tension from oxide formation could be included in the formulation of the air entrapment rate, and water was identified (particularly salt water) as an analogous fluid for steel [20]. Another study used this analogy to analyze the effectiveness of various lip pour ladle designs [25].

Transparent molds usually made of Perspex, acrylic [26], thermal-resistant glass [27], etc. are often used to image the fluid flow in real time. Multi-gate systems have been analyzed using acrylic molds and flow rates are calculated using tap and collect method [28]. The flow of aluminum alloy and zinc in multi-gate systems in water flow models showed that the gate closest to sprue fills first while the farthest gate exhibited the maximum volume of discharge [29].

1.2. X-Ray Radiography

X-ray radiography is another source of visualizing mold filling. Due to their high-fidelity, X-rays are used to qualitatively benchmark the effectiveness of gating systems and computational filling simulations, etc. [30–32]. However, it is often very expensive and this technique is limited in casting shapes and sizes that can be successfully X-rayed. Furthermore, safety concerns for the operator exist due to X-ray radiation. The cost, size, and safety demanded by the process restricts its utility in the production environment and is limited only to laboratory settings. In addition, X-ray radiography is limited to two-dimensional projections, and three-dimensional characteristics such as vortexes cannot be distinguished. Furthermore, this technique does not provide quantifiable information that can be directly correlated with flow simulations (e.g., incremental and instantaneous metal velocity during pouring and filling).

1.3. Capacitive Sensors

Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is a category of tomography that measures electrical properties principled on the capacitive nature of the flow medium under investigation [33]. ECT has
been investigated in the literature for its ability to accurately image 2D and 3D multiphase flow systems. Capacitive sensors integrated with wireless systems has been evaluated for metal-fill monitoring system in lost-foam metal casting [34]. In this application, the ECT apparatus consists of fixed impedance elements in series with a variable impedance block. The sensor relies on the change in coupling capacitance between the electrodes across ground metal [35]. The induced variable impedance between the two capacitive electrodes when liquid metal is in direct vicinity results in a change in the output voltage of the capacitive sensors [34,35]. This process was further optimized by resolving the packet loss issues associated with wireless transmission of data [34,36]. Although the location and amount of metal inside the flask can be identified via ECT, local melt velocities cannot be accurately acquired through ECT sensing alone. In addition, the shielding of electrode plates from liquid channels limits its applications in fluid flow monitoring in gating systems. To the best of the authors' knowledge, ECT has not been explored for real-time melt flow velocity measurements.

1.4. 3D-Printed Smart Molds

Dialog Internet of Things (IoT) sensor systems (Dialog Semiconductors, UK) are equipped with an Cortex-M0 processor (ARM, Cambridge, UK) that can collect, process, and communicate information from various hardware sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, and environmental sensors wirelessly via Bluetooth BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) [37]. The smaller design space requirement (18 × 18 × 8 mm) combined with wireless radio capability are ideal for insertion into difficult-to-access locations such as molds and cores in sand casting. In an earlier work, authors leveraged this unique advantage by integrating wired and wireless sensors into the mold to collect a wide variety of data such as temperature, pressure, moisture, gas chemistries, vibrations, and rotations of the mold and core pieces and magnetic field [4]. For example, data from a high-sensitivity gyroscope can be used to measure rotational shift of hanging cores during mold filling [38]. This sensor enables measurement of change in temperature, pressure, binder evaporation, and moisture content when liquid metal encloses a sand core. The data captured are in close agreement with high-fidelity solidification simulations. One of the limitation of this sensor is the poor survivability of the electronic components, which fail to operate above 85 °C and are destroyed beyond 150 °C when in direct contact with or close proximity to molten metal. However, as detailed in the latter section of this article, this drawback is not a concern for the objective of this study to measure metal velocity data during the beginning of the pour.

In this study, identical sensors from the previous efforts were optimized to measure the magnetic signature as the molten metal passes through the runners located near the sensors (Figure 1). The velocity of the initial front of metal flow can be determined based on the delay of the melt travel front across two sensors located at a pre-determined distance. In addition, continuous velocity measurements can be determined from continuous magnetic field due to the motion of static electric charge until the sensors expire due to extremely high temperature. Figure 1 illustrates the setup incorporated in a 3D-printed sand mold to position sensors in close proximity to a runner or casting cavity.
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is a branch of physics that studies the behavior of electrically conducting fluids often in the presence of external electromagnetic fields. Since most metals are electrically conductive in their liquid form, this branch of physics has been extensively researched to both measure and influence the flow rate of liquid metal [18]. MHD techniques primarily rely on the electromotive force (EMF) or the Lorentz force ($F_L$) generated when an external magnetic field is applied to a conductive fluid flow. EMF is proportional to the cross-product of the desired flow velocity ($v$), externally applied magnetic field ($B$), and the constant of proportionality—charge ($q$) carried by liquid and can be expressed as:

$$F_L = qv \times B,$$

and according to Ohm’s law, current density can be expressed as:

$$J = \sigma(v \times B),$$

where $J$ represents the current density through the runner and $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity. Assuming that the potential difference is directly proportional to the local velocity of the liquid:

$$\nabla \Phi = \Delta \times VB.$$

The magnitude and direction of the local melt velocity can be determined with a magnetic probe that measures this potential difference induced on the electrodes when conductive fluid flows around a cylindrical magnet [39,40]. Permanent magnets tailored to the specific needs of the liquid medium under investigation can enable velocity measurements at temperatures as high as 670 °C at a maximum velocity of 10 m/s with a sensitivity of 1 mm/s [41–43]. However, this probe failed to measure velocity at temperatures above 720 °C [41], and hence, is not relevant for metal casting. In addition, this technique also fails in argon-agitated liquid aluminum (i.e., two-phase flow) at temperatures less than 700 °C [44].

Contactless inductive flow tomography (CIFT) is based on a three-dimensional inductive velocity reconstruction principle that is particularly advantageous for contactless determination of three-dimensional full flow velocity fields. This principle relies on the additional induced magnetic field and electric potential in the generated EMF during MHD flows [45]. The magnetic field can be measured external to the fluid volume whereas the electric potential can be measured at the fluid...
boundary. The primary magnetic field can be applied successively in two different directions and corresponding induced magnetic fields can be measured to determine liquid flow velocity [46].

Ultrasonic techniques are based on run-time differences between ultrasonic pulses sent between two transducers upstream and downstream through liquid flow to calculate average velocity. Accurate local velocities can be captured by a similar application known as ultrasound Doppler velocimetry (UDV) which is based on a pulsed-echo technique that employs a transducer to emit an ultrasound pulse and receive the echo reflected from the surface of microparticles suspended in the flowing liquid [47]. However, challenges such as high melt temperatures and chemical aggressiveness of molten metal limit the applicability of UDV to very high temperature liquid metal flows [45].

In summary, the contactless techniques reported in the literature have several drawbacks including limited application to real-time process monitoring of sand casting, i.e., pouring in a foundry environment. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, contactless techniques have not been explored for real-time melt flow velocity, specifically in sand-casting.

1.6. Contact Techniques

Invasive contact techniques use velocity probes that are immersed into the liquid metals under the assumption that: (a) the sensing medium is chemically inert to molten metal, and (b) the sensing medium does not disturb or effect the fluid flow conditions. Contact probes in such invasive approaches can be classified into: (1) force reaction probes, (2) thermal anemometers, (3) conductive sensors, (4) mechano-optical probes, and (5) Karman vortex probes. Force reaction probes measure the pressure exerted by the flowing medium based on the principles of fluid mechanics. The measurement of flow rates through pressure difference methods such as Pitot–Prandtl tubes has been shown to be ineffective in metal solidification in manometric tubes [39] and results in overheating of the sensors. In addition, the liquid metal flows (i.e., EMF) affect the stagnation pressure and cause inaccurate measurements [48].

Thermal anemometry techniques are principled on the changes in resistance of electrically heated wire inserted in the melt due to convective heat loss to the surrounding melt. This technique is prone to fouling, i.e., deposition of debris and oxides which is largely influenced by ambient and pressure conditions and, therefore, infeasible for liquid metals [49]. In addition, the maximum operating temperature is about 1000 °C [50] which limits its applications for most casting alloys.

Conductive anemometers, i.e., potential difference probes rely on the principle that a traveling magnetic field will generate a dynamic electric field [51]. On the other hand, mechano-optical probes that are insensitive to electrical noise and external magnetic fields could be used at relatively higher temperatures (about 700–800 °C) based on the principle of optical acquisition and signal processing of mechanical interaction between fluid and sensor tip [52]. A Karman vortex probe is based on Karman vortex streets formed behind an immersed cylinder with shredding frequency which is proportional to flow velocity when the liquid approaches the cylinder [53].

In summary, invasive contact techniques have been unsuccessful in measuring flow rates for industrial casting processes because of poor probe survivability at higher temperatures. Reported studies are found to be applicable only for metals with lower melting points such as sodium, bismuth, etc. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, contact techniques have not been explored for real-time melt flow velocity, specifically in sand-casting of 3DSP molds.

1.7. Research Objectives

Foundries will benefit from measuring techniques with robust instrumentation to determine real-time melt velocity that can meet the following requirements: (1) inexpensive, (2) integration into functional sand molds, (3) safety, (4) reliability, and (5) accessible via an open-source software platform to promote further innovation as well as the reproducibility of the presented experiments. In this research study, the novel use of commercially available IoT sensors will be systematically evaluated to meet all these requirements. In this study, the authors aim to validate unique capabilities of smart sand molds with embedded sensors to evaluate its effectiveness in measuring real-time melt flow
velocity when compared to melt flow simulation (including 3DSP-featured complex gating castings). Research methodology of this study is presented in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 present results and discuss casting implications, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Methodology

In order to examine the utility of sensors, authors conducted experiments by incorporating sensors into two different sprue-casting configurations: (1) freeform geometry [8] to reduce melt flow velocity and (2) conventional straight sprue. The mold design and casting methodology is presented below.

2.2. Straight and Conical-Helix Sprued 3D-Printed Molds

An ExOne S-Max Industrial Production 3D Printer was used to fabricate the sand molds using foundry sand and furan binder in standard processing conditions recommended by the manufacturer. As shown in Figure 2, one mold used a conventional straight sprue and the other featured a novel conical-helix sprue that has been recently identified by the authors to be more effective in reducing metal turbulence during mold filling [7,8]. In addition to evaluating the electromagnetic sensing using IoT in this study, the authors aim to validate the minimization of turbulence in conical-helix sprues when compared to conventional sprue methods.

Aluminum 319 alloy is employed in this study and the chemical composition is presented in Table 1. Figure 2 describes the geometry of the straight sprued casting (SSC) and the conical-helix sprued casting (CHSC). In the case of CHSC, the parameters of the conical-helix sprue are mathematically optimized using an SQP (Sequential Quadratic Programming) algorithm for a target in-gate velocity ($\leq 0.5$ m/s) while minimizing thermal loss [8]. The density and kinematic viscosity of the Al319 alloy was assumed as 2400 $\text{kg/m}^3$ and $1.29 \times 10^{-6}$ $\text{m}^2/\text{s}$ respectively [54]. The constrained optimization algorithm yielded a cone radius of 25 mm with a helical pitch of 45 mm. The cross-sectional area of sprue inlet and outlet was 368 and 160 $\text{mm}^2$, respectively for both castings. A gating ratio of 1:1:0.7 was used in the construction of subsequent elements of the gating system [54,55].

Table 1. Chemical composition of 319 aluminum alloy in wt.\%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Zn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5–6.5</td>
<td>3–4</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Cont.
was assumed as air and, therefore, initial pressure in the void environment was selected as atmospheric pressure at 1 atm (101,325 Pa). Furan molding sand, CB 500 C was selected as the molding material. The maximum thermal penetration depth of 5 mm was assumed and the virtual probe was inserted at the sensor locations for quantitative information of the flow characteristics from the simulations (Table 2). Figure 3 shows the two instances of the filling profile of metal in the runner in the Straight Sprue Casting (SSC) and the Conical Helix Sprue Casting (CHSC). The average inlet velocities of the metal in SSC and CHSC were 1.34 and 0.49 m/s, respectively in simulation.

Table 2. Velocity (m/s) in SSC and CHSC from simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>SSC</th>
<th>CHSC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At Sprue Exit</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Ingate</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Simulation-based metal flow at two different instances filling the runner in (i,ii) straight sprue casting (SSC) and (iii,iv) conical-helix sprue casting (CHSC).
2.4. Capacitive Sensors

The electrical conductivity of high-temperature liquid metal flow changes based on capacitive sensing theory. This is the first known study to measure melt flow velocities based on capacitive sensing. An MSP430 microcontroller [56] was used to interface with the capacitive sensor. The change in capacitance was measured using a relaxation oscillator where the frequency, \( f \), of the internal oscillator, is a function of the capacitance of the sensing element as described in Equation (4). The diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 4, where an analog comparator (CA) provides an oscillating feedback depending on the \( C_{\text{sensor}} \) value. The \( R_c \) is the collective resistance of the wire and the TAR (time and activity register) counts each cycle of the oscillator and records the number of oscillations counted over a regular interview (provided by a periodic interrupt from an independent timer).

\[
f = \frac{1}{1.386 \cdot R_c \cdot C_{\text{sensor}}}
\]  

\( (4) \)

The frequency of oscillation decreases with increases in the parasitic capacitance.

![Figure 4. Circuit diagram for capacitive sensing using MSP430 microcontroller [56].](image)

The capacitance of the sensor changes as a conductive liquid metal flows in close proximity which triggers a change in the internal oscillator frequency. This approach provides non-invasive, indirect, and instantaneous detection of metal flow. Average melt flow velocity is computed by locating two sensors at a known distance along a runner and by computing the time delay for the metal front to trigger external capacitance changes between the sensors (Equation (4)). In this study, the MSP430 was reprogrammed to specifically provide capacitive sensing without any external components other than a wire that must be placed in proximity to the runner for each of the two measurements. Another advantage of this approach was that the on-board comparator (CA) can be located remotely and was consequently not destroyed by the casting and could be re-used for multiple casting runs.

Two IoT sensors separated by a known distance \( l \) (m) were placed along the metal flow. Triggered deflection in the IoT data enabled measurement of the time difference \( t \) (s) in metal front travel between the sensors. The data collected was post-processed to obtain the time difference, \( t \). The average velocity of the liquid metal along the runner could be computed from Equation (5). This article is the first known study to provide a proof of concept for this technique.

\[
\nu_{\text{local}} = \frac{\Delta l_{\text{sensors}}}{\Delta t_{\text{sensors}}}
\]  

\( (5) \)
An accurate time stamp for the recorded data could be obtained by synchronizing the sensors and using a built-in real-time interrupt in the microcontroller. Additional configurations including integration of sensors on opposite sides of the runner and around the cross-sectional plane of the runner would enable spatial velocity measurements.

Two capacitive filament sensors separated by 102 mm were submerged in the mold adjacent to the runner as shown in Figure 5. The 3D-printed sand molds were poured with 319 aluminum alloy at 750 °C. It was observed that the tip of the wire sensor should be placed as close to the metal flow channel as possible without encroaching the mold wall. The sensitivity of the sensor is inversely proportional to the square of the distance and, hence, the distance between the filament tip and cavity should be minimal. The configuration was uniform for both SSC and CHSC configurations. This technique used wired transmission of the collected data for convenience in this experiment without compromising access to the measurement. However, the sensors can be easily modified by including miniaturized radios and coin-cell batteries if required for access to remote sections of a mold and will be a subject of future research.

![Figure 5. Capacitive filament sensors placed in the proximity of runner of SSC.](image)

2.5. Magnetic Flux Sensors

The fundamental hypothesis postulated in this study is that liquid metals generate electromagnetic fields without any application of external electromagnetic fields. However, their magnetic field strength is typically extremely weak. Authors propose the utilization of the highly sensitive magnetic flux measuring capability of the Dialog IoT sensors to capture the weak magnetic field. Any deflection in the magnetic flux data as the liquid metal flows across the sensors will be recorded. As described in Section 1.5, the Dialog IoT sensors have a diverse range of sensing capabilities. The variety of data collected from all the sensing medium can be wirelessly transmitted through Bluetooth—i.e., sequentially, in series limiting the resolution of individual data sets. The sensor kit in this study used a BMM150 geomagnetic field sensor that provided magnetic flux in three axes according to an Earth-centered, Earth-fixed coordinate system. BMM150 operates in temperatures below 850 °C and could measure magnetic flux as high as 1300 μT with a resolution of 0.3 μT. The average frequency of the transmitted magnetic flux data was 10 Hz. Figure 6 shows the electronic components of Dialog IoT sensor and basic building blocks of the magnetic sensor [57] used in this study.
0.3 μT. The average frequency of the transmitted magnetic flux data was 10 Hz. Figure 6 shows the electronic components of Dialog IoT sensor and basic building blocks of the magnetic sensor [57].

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6.** (Top) Components of Dialog DA14585 IoT sensor system [25]; (Bottom) Block diagram of data acquisition.

Two DA14583 Dialog IoT sensors [37] were separated by 102 mm along the runner and were located 12.7 mm (0.5") from the runner and ingate as shown in Figure 7a. Figure 7b demonstrates the process of embedding sensors into the pre-defined slots introduced into the 3D-printed sand mold. A software application for an iPad tablet was developed to synchronously collect all sensor data through the Bluetooth protocol with a single time reference.

Aluminum 319 alloy was melted using an induction furnace and poured into the 3D-printed molds at 750 °C. The induction furnace was switched off during the pouring operation as it was observed by authors in previous casting trials that it affects magnetic field data collected by the magnetometer. If the sensors are not synchronized, just a few seconds before pouring, the molds with Dialog DA14585 IoT sensors need to be gently tapped to synchronize both sensors through time-accelerometer data as the accelerometer will capture movement of the mold. This tapping prior to pouring will be captured in a video to know the instant at which the molds are tapped. The time difference between the pouring...
moment and the tapping moment captured from the video will be compared against the magnetometer and accelerometer data to further reinforce the sensor validation.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** (a) Demonstration of location and relative size of sensors within the sand mold. (b) Dialog sensors separated by 102 mm and placed half an inch away from runner of SSC.

3. Results

3.1. Results—Capacitive Sensors

Figure 8a shows oscillator frequency captured by the capacitive sensors while filling the CHSC. The pouring event is highlighted in Figure 8a and the delay observed between both frequency plots is highlighted in Figure 8b. This represents the time of metal travel from the first sensor to the second. In CHSC, the time delay can be obtained from Figure 8b as 211 ms. For a 102 mm distance between the sensors, this time difference will correspond to an average velocity of 0.48 m/s (±0.04) in CHSC. The velocity measured experimentally has an error of less than 2% compared to the 0.49 m/s expected from computational simulation for CHSC.

![Figure 8](image_url)

**Figure 8.** (a) Oscillator frequency recorded by the capacitive sensors during the CHSC pouring event. (b) Oscillator frequency during the pouring event.

Similarly, Figure 9a,b show oscillator frequency captured by the capacitive sensors while filling SSC had a time delay of 80 ms (2.211–2.289 s). As the sampling rate in both cases was 1/90th or 11 ms per
measurement, the percentage error was potentially higher in SSC, as due to higher melt flow velocity faster metal has a smaller absolute value. For the largest time difference obtained experimentally, the average velocity for 102 mm separation can be calculated as 1.275 m/s. The largest velocity error measured experimentally was 5% when compared to the computational simulation for SSC (1.34 m/s).

**Figure 9.** (a) Oscillator frequency recorded by the capacitive sensors during the SSC pouring event. (b) Oscillator frequency during the pouring event.

During mold filling, the aluminum metal had a miniscule flash as shown in Figure 10 at the drag-cheek parting surface triggering an asymptote-like valley that almost has an order of magnitude less oscillator cycles observed after the pouring event. As the molten metal contacted the probe, the capacitance of the probe increased dramatically and instantaneously. Since this flashing occurred after the metal had passed the sensors, the average speed calculation was still valid.

**Figure 10.** (a) Flashing occurred at the capacitive sensor. (b) Due to flashing, the capacitive sensor was welded onto the cast part that triggered the asymptote-like capacitance change.
3.2. Results—Magnetic Flux Sensors

Figure 11a shows the overall magnetic flux magnitude in CHSC for the overall duration of the casting process. It can be observed that both sensors 1 and 2 exhibited change in magnetic flux during metal filling. Figure 11b shows a magnified version of the pouring event along with the information of the characteristic time at which sensors demonstrated local peaks in the recorded magnetic flux data. The driving hypothesis is that the two peaks in the two magnetometers correspond to the respective instant at which the metal first passes by each. This can also be corroborated by the fact that the peak in the second sensor occurs only after the first sensor. The difference in time between the two peaks was calculated to be 219 ms which corresponds to an average velocity of 0.47 m/s, which is an error of 4% when compared to the computational simulations. This difference could be attributed to a sampling rate of 15 ms in each sensor.

![Graphs showing magnetic flux data](image)

**Figure 11.** Magnetic flux by both the magnetometers at the particular event of: (a) filling and (b) two time data points that are the instants of metal recognition by the sensors: (a) magnetic field data for two minutes of the pour, and (b) data during melt travel across sensors 1 and 2 across the runner.

4. Discussions

As aluminum, iron, and steel account for 95% of casting production, validating the magnetic flux sensing for a wide range of alloys is critical. Figure 11a,b shows magnetic flux recorded by sensors during the casting process for straight sprued Class 30 gray cast iron alloy and conical-helix sprued 17-4PH stainless steel alloy respectively. In Figure 11, time \( t = 0 \) is referenced from tapping the molds to record time stamps through accelerometer measurements. It can be observed in both alloys that a distinctive change in magnetic flux occurred whenever the liquid metal was brought closer to the mold in the crucible. The larger metal volume of the ladle (over 1133 kg (2500 lbs)) while pouring impaired the measurement of the magnetic flux as the flux generated by the relatively smaller liquid metal in the runner was weaker. However, the hypothesis that metals when melted generate magnetic flux without any external application of electromagnetic fields is validated from Figure 12.

The BLE protocol is capable of a sampling rate of 7.5 mS, which would reduce the error significantly by 50%. However, the magnetometer sensor was the limiting element in sampling and not the communication channel. Magnetometers are improving in performance continually as other radio protocols are much faster and with lower latency, such as standard computer networking like Wi-Fi - specified by various IEEE 802.11 standards, but require much more power and energy for a given period. The potential for conveniently installing these sensors for days before a casting would likely not be possible with Wi-Fi operation powered by a coin-cell battery. The trade-off between power and temporal resolution will be the subject of future work. Ideally, sensors could be inserted in cavities during 3D sand-printing to avoid locating them at parting lines which can result in flashing and
immediately destroy the sensor. The sensors in such cases would have to operate from the completion of printing until the casting, which in some cases may be impractical—days or weeks or even months between printing and casting. An additional focus of future work is the lower magnitude of change in magnetic field, which the authors intend to improve by reducing the distance between the sensor and the runner. Additional preliminary experimentation of capacitive sensors is provided in Appendix A.

Figure 12. (a) Magnetic flux sensing for class 30 gray cast iron straight sprued casting. (b) Magnetic flux sensing for 17-4PH stainless steel conical-helix sprued casting.

An additional challenge is that the sensors are sensitive to environmental magnetic fields. As an example, the induction furnace as well as larger ladles used to pour metal into the molds create a lot of magnetic noise. The peak-to-valley difference in magnetic strength when metal passes across the runner is around 70 μT for aluminum alloys. If the noise from the surrounding environment is of similar or higher magnitude, the sensors cannot reliably measure velocity. Future work will aim to understand the variation in strength of the magnetic field detected by the sensors as a function of distance from the flow cavity. The authors also aim to study the effect of continual liquid metal velocity on the magnetic field for enhanced measurement beyond average velocity of the initial metal front.

5. Conclusions

This article provides two rapid and inexpensive technologies to quantify the velocity of liquid metal flows during mold filling. A summary of conclusions from this study includes:

1. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first reported study on employing either capacitive or magnetic sensors to measure melt flow velocity in castings.
2. The novel idea of employing capacitive sensing to detect conductive property of liquid metal flows to measure melt velocities results in close agreement to computational simulation (2–5%).
3. Miniature IoT sensors can be easily embedded into sand molds for non-intrusive measurement of electromagnetic flux generated by liquid metal flows. By placing two such sensors separated by a known distance and detecting the time difference between the liquid metal travel from the first to the second sensor, the average velocity can be calculated.
4. Dialog IoT sensors can operate for weeks on a small coin battery and could be inserted into the interior of 3D-printed sand molds and survive sufficiently long to collect data during the subsequent casting. Although changes in magnetic flux of the pouring event are captured by the magnetometer sensor, the current sampling rate limits its applications in metal flow monitoring.
5. Results show that sensors are suitable for rapid experimental validation of various iterations for design optimization of gating systems.

6. 3D sand-printing facilitates the rapid fabrication of complex molds and cores. Designers can take advantage of this design freedom to optimize gating systems, thereby decreasing turbulence of the liquid metal.
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Appendix A

In addition to the experiments stated above, the authors conducted additional experimentadition using a different wireless capacitive sensing technology integrated in a conventional sand-mold casting. A Wemos D1 Mini microcontroller was used due to the smaller size, lower cost and the ease of Wi-Fi integration to transfer the data through Wi-Fi. The capacitive sensor sends the signal to the microcontroller which can record-process-analyze data and transmits the data to a storage device or a webpage as configured. The collected data can be instantaneously post-processed to obtain the melt velocity information based on mold design. A Nittany Lion paw as shown in Figure A1a was used as the test casting due to its simpler geometry. The pattern (including cast cavity, runner and riser) was fabricated through material extrusion (Makerbot M2) in ABS material and the sprue was created through traditional mold packing. Four capacitive sensors were placed at the sprue exit, riser, ingate and cast part in the traditional mold. An inexpensive Adafruit MPR121 Capacitive sensor was used because of lower cost, ease of use and existing Arduino libraries to support integration with minimal additional development. The Wemos D1 Mini microcontroller was programmed for serial communication between the microcontrollers to a computer at 115,200K baud. It was found that this transfer rate ensures that the data is transmitted and recorded without overwriting. HyperTerminal program can also be used to print all incoming serial data to a text file for ease of post-processing. Using a real time interrupt enables the microcontroller to perform a function at every time interval to acquire high-fidelity data. Aluminum 319 was poured into the traditional mold as shown in Figure A1b under similar conditions detailed in previous section.
Figure A1. (a) Nittany Lion Cast Part showing flashing of metal through the holes made for capacitive sensors; (b) Al319 alloy being poured into traditional mold with four sensors inserted from the sidewall.

Figure A2 presents the change in capacitance throughout the casting process and specifically, the pouring event has been highlighted. Figure A2b highlights the pour interval for all four sensors. It can be observed that capacitance of all the sensors drops suddenly when the molten metal flows near them. The metal pass from sensor 1 to sensors 2 & 3 in 1ms (7043ms→7044ms) to; and additional 1ms (7044ms→7045ms) to travel to sensor 4. This proves that the wireless capacitive sensors can capture melt flow in high resolution even in small castings. It can be noticed that there is a variation in the change in capacitance among the four sensors in the pour interval and this difference can be associated with the amount of metal passing across them. It is evident that sensor 4 has the highest change in capacitance since it experienced the highest amount of metal due to its positioning across the entire casting when compared to runner or sprue exit. In summary, the change in capacitance is observed to be directly proportional to the amount of metal introduced across the sensor.

Figure A2a presents the change in capacitance throughout the casting process and specifically, the pouring event has been highlighted. Figure A2b highlights the pour interval for all four sensors.

Figure A2. Wireless capacitive sensing for Nittany Lion paw casting using four capacitive sensors: (a) capacitance throughout the casting process, and (b) closer look at change in capacitance during mold filling.
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